Catcher in the Rye teach the class sheet:
Tasks and Objectives:
**Answer the questions assigned by creating a presentation that shows the completion of these tasks.
***Make sure you also create a Title slide with your chapter/question number and also your name.
****Share this presentation with me: tterzano@gmail.com
1. Explain what happened in the previous chapter in three bullet points (if you’re in chapter 1, then introduce
the novel...what it is supposed to be about, who the author is, when it was written, setting, etc.)
2. Summarize Your Chapter in five bullet points (complete sentences, full of info..separate into two slides if
need arises)
3. Restate your topic question.
4. Answer your question as completely as you can...be as thorough as you can...
● you do not want there to be any question that you are an expert on your topic
● choose multiple passages that are connected to your question from inside your chapter, and cite
correctly (salinger 15).
● you need to explain how the passages are connected to your question prompt, and explain what
qualities are in the passages that make them significant in answering your question.
● this should be over a number of slides.
5. Extend your question to other chapters.
● you need to establish a pattern consistent with the rest of the novel.
● you need to cite.
● you need to explain.
● you need to be in depth...at least four of these
● you need to address the concern across at least four chapters.
6. Extend your question to real life...make connections between Catcher, the topic, and reality news, media,
etc.
7. Come to a conclusion...be academic sounding...that shows what we’re supposed to make out of the topic
at hand. summarize your points. restate the question...make an appropriate conclusion about successfully
proving that you’ve delivered a successful presentation.
8. Write a five question quiz for the class to take, that you’ll have to grade...format this quiz in the form of a
multiple choice quiz (5 slides)...abcd...your questions will be based on your presentation only.

